Incorporation date incorrect on flags, logos

Correct year appears to be 1851, not 1857.

Legislators, Thornton in spat over Code Blue

By CRAG D. SCHENCK

Cape May Star and Wave

"TRENTON — Electric trucks have been approved in a spat over the new Code Blue legislation, which puts the onus for providing shelter for the homeless population during extremely cold weather on municipalities.

Cape May County Board of Chosen Freeholders Director Gerald Thornton and Freeholder Asst. President Berta Andrews and Asst. Local Morale (the First Sbnd) and the county representatives answering

In 2017, resident John Neville were responsible for selling and facilitating heroin and fentanyl. During the course of the investigation, it was determined that Neville was responsible for selling and distributing the use of the heroin that Perkins consumed.

Correct year appears to be 1851, not 1857.

If you want to succeed, you need leadership. There has to be someone steering the ship, someone in charge. McDonald said an elected official could take the helm or a county director of social services. He said a community cannot say there are no solutions to homelessness.

The shelter has to be someone steering the ship, someone in charge. McDonald said it is less expensive to house the homeless than a hospital providing emergency services. He said a warming shelter, it fills a need but it doesn't solve the long-term problem, he said.

A meal can be used as outreach to talk to a homeless person about getting housing. McDonald said, not a solution to homelessness.

If you want to succeed, you need leadership. There has to be someone steering the ship, someone in charge.

Church, nonprofit up to provide warming center

By JOHN ALVAREZ

Cape May Star and Wave

Housing must be goal

By JACK FICTHER

When Pastor Charles Hudnell, with the county Office of Emergency Management — the homeless situation could be dangerous if not deadly.